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Abstract Mass communicat ion in general and mass media specifically confront rising challenges to collect information
faster at lower cost. These challenges must be coordinated with organization’s strategic, tactical, and operational needs via
the align ment of Informat ion Technology (IT) with the business strategy. A successful IT strategic plan is based on four
main p riorities. These are IT-Mass med ia alignment escalation, IT governance enhancement, IT significance imp rovement,
and IT investments grade. In this study, the IT strategic plan follows a timetable via a road map and is exposed to alteration based on the business process changes . The development o f IT strategic plan consists of five phases. These phases include the purpose of the plan, the business requirement, and the business requirements’ validation. The phases also include
the procedures needed for eliminating the gaps between the state of “to be” and the IT processes state, and the plan a pproval. The ult imate goal is a Modern Mass Media Industry. This paper provides an innovative solution to accomplish this
goal by accelerat ing mass media processes time. The p rocess’ time is accelerated via an Intelligent Search Lifecycle Arch itecture (ISLA ); which integrates Search Engine, Informat ion Ext raction, Informat ion Retrieval, Data Min ing and Data
Warehouse using Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). The design methodology of the study of this solution is a
post-positivist approach to empirical research. A prototype is created and examined in order to validate the concepts.
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1. Introduction
In the past few years, Mass Media Industry has made
major progress at several levels. However, the reality is that
the industry’s organizations still face severe obstacles
mainly in gathering in formation. Such problem has been
emerged due to imperfect and poor media processes. This
paper applies Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) principles by providing services that have concrete meaning on
the business level to improve the capability of an enterprise.
These services enable Information Technology (IT) arch itecture for Intelligent Search Lifecycle Arch itecture (ISLA)
as a requirement for the modern mass media industry. This
addresses new business requirements in the short term by
reusing existing business logic and data models. It results in
reducing cost, resources, time, and overheads, while minimizing risks, especially when co mpared to rewriting entire
application systems. Imp lementing SOA provides acceptable benefits in terms of agility and integrity since it provides a long-term strategy to increase flexib ility of an IT
infrastructure[1].
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The rest of this paper is structured as follow: Section two
identifies the problem. Sect ion three presents the outcomes
of our research. Section 4 defines research contribution to
knowledge. Sections 5 and 6 outline research analysis and
design, and finally the conclusion is given.

2. Problem Identification
2.1. Research Problem
The origin o f this research problem is lack of applicat ions
that if defined will allo w the mass media including publis hing and news paper organizations to meet its strategic, tactical and operational needs by accelerating processing time.
These organizations’ processes are subjected to major negative influences. Such negative influences main ly include
inefficient access to information, in formation contradiction,
irrelevant info rmation, delays, redundancy, poor interface,
and lack of data integration[2]. The reasons for the research
problem are absence of the alignment between IT goals and
business strategy and absence of IT planned processes. The
research problem focuses on the development of intelligent
informat ion retrieval and intelligent web (web min ing)
technique[3, 4].
2.2. Research Question
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One specific research question which arises is: How does
the integration of data mining and data warehousing using
SOA accelerate search lifecycle processing time in the mass
med ia organizat ions to meet its strategic, tactical and operational needs? This question focuses on the integration of data
mining and data warehousing using SOA. “Figure 1” describes the Intelligent Search Lifecycle Architecture (ISLA)
that forms the major co mponents needed for answering the
research question.

often studied general technical types of software which
cannot entirely solve mass media search lifecycle processes
time at lower cost.

3. Research Objective
The objective of this research is providing a solution to a
very specific prob lem instance in the area of data min ing,
data warehousing, and service-oriented architecture in mass
med ia industry. The solution is efficient and computerized
Intelligent Search Lifecycle Architecture. It must be developed within the enterprise’s framework to establish business
requirements analysis details about information that d escribes management seniors’ strategic values, management
middle level tactical value, and low level operat ional
value[3]. The levels of strategic, tactical, and operational
informat ion compose a hierarchy of info rmation as shown in
Figure 2.
The ultimate goal is to modernize mass media industry.
However, determining the requirements of such modernization is the main part fo r successfully achiev ing the fo llo wing:
3.1. Mass Medi a Org anizations Objecti ves

Figure 1. An intelligent integration of data mining and data warehousing
with SOA

2.3. Significance of Research
A study of a mass med ia organization and its domain, defined here as technology employed, product scope, customer
orientation, and markets served is important for two reasons.
First, the study of this research is a new concept. It defines
new mass media search lifecycle concept as a requirement
for a modern mass med ia industry. Second, researchers have

Publishing and newspaper organizations are major elements of mass media. These organizat ions are known as
knowledge-intensive firms. Their general goal is investing
its capabilities in producing, distributing, and delivering
products that are of distinct, high quality at low cost and on
time while meet ing the customers’ needs. This goal can be
achieved through the capabilities of the organizations’ main
business processes and their devoted social actors. Those are
the editors, journalists and image artists who utilize their
emp irical knowledge and skills in the processes of designing,
building, and operating the specified activit ies[5].
However, the talents and abilities of IT p rofessionals have
more important responsibilities co mparing to the editors,
journalists and image artists. They outline the quality and the
distinct capabilities of these organizations[5].

Figure 2. Information architecture
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3.2. Architectural Capability
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the research solution according to the business goals.

1. SOA is a software architecture fo rm in wh ich software
systems can be developed via services composition[5, 6].
2. SOA is a design practices and principles.
3. SOA is a rising successful method that concentrates on
loosely coupled, standard-based, and protocol[8-10]. Oracle
SOA suite enables business architecture by supporting the
development of integrated software systems as reusable web
services[12].
3.3. IT Strategic Plan
A successful IT strategic plan is based on IT-business
align ment escalation, IT governance enhancement, IT significance improvement, and IT investments priority[13].
The IT Strategic Plan Phases are the purpose of the plan,
the business requirement, and the business requirements’
validation. The phases also include the procedures needed
for eliminating the gaps between the state of “to be” and the
IT processes state, and the plan approval[13].
3.4. Outcome Anal ysis
The purpose of outcome analysis is essentially for the
proof of the theory that involves new princip les. The ou tcomes of the research are obtained by designing and developing a unique prototype model. The outcomes are valid to
support the research study. The solution can be applied to
solve similar practical problems in various domains and
therefore the study is a contribution. These outcomes are:
• Constructing ISLA maintains building of connected
software systems by the use of SOA.
• The modernization of the mass med ia including pu blishing and newspaper organizations is accomplished by
applying ISLA
• The implementation of SOA results in decreasing application development time and reducing integration costs.
The results also encompass leveraging existing investment in
IT assets and boarding decision making throughout the value
chain with automated workflows [6].
• Align ing IT with the business strategy is a major ou tcome. Th is is achieved by apply ing an IT strategic plan and
governance framework that enable successful execution of

4. Literature Review
During literature review, the area of interest is determined.
It is based on professional experience gained fro m working
in the fields of Informat ion Technology, Journalism, Academe, and Academic degrees. Therefore, it is identified in
integrating data min ing and data warehousing using service-oriented architecture to accelerate mass media search
lifecycle processes.
A fair amount of time is dedicated for searching for articles, studies, interviews, and other references to specify a
major p roblem in this area. The search processes have also
focused on the imp lementable techniques that can solve such
problem.
This review is intended to summarize current knowledge
about mass media mainly publishing and newspaper o rganizations. It is a crucial mechanis m for the development of
a new theory to accelerate processing time, and provide a
new direction for future research and management of the
align ment of IT with mass med ia organizations strategy.
The major elements of the literature are data sources,
service oriented architecture, and data warehouse.
4.1. Data Sources
Databases take the most important part in the computers’
business applications. The data modeling is considered crucial design thesis in developing a database. The data mo deling is a theory or specification. It describes the structure
and the usage of the database[14]. An object class stores the
data. “Figure 3” shows an object database model for ISLA.
The data warehouse term is defined as an o rganizat ion
storage area for a homogeneous, coherent, clean and integrated data electronically produced by different operational
systems. It also supports tools for ext racting, transforming,
and loading data into the storage area[15,16]. Data warehouses can be designed and deployed using Oracle Warehouse Builder (OWB) which entirely can be part of SOA
approach.

Figure 3. Object class data model for ISLA
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Several objects of OWB can be published as Web Services.
This enables manipulat ing the object’s functionality using
Simp le Ob ject Access Protocol (SOAP), and Web Service
Descriptive Language (WSDL) standards to completely be
included within SOA. In turn, the design of ETL can be
orchestrated within Oracle BPEL Process Manager[17].
4.2. Service-Oriented Architecture
SOA allo ws IT in frastructure to be flexible and adaptable.
The standards of web services encompass Web Services
Description Language (WSDL), Extensible Mark-up Language (XML), and Simp le Object Access Protocol (SOAP).
In this paper, Web services function is a two-step process.
Publishing the service is the process that makes a service
available. Co mposing, or orchestrating, the services into
business flows is the process that organizes mu ltip le services
within end-to-end business process. The orchestration is
supported by Business Process Execution Language (BPEL).
The components of Oracle SOA Su ite that are utilized in this
paper include Integrated Serv ice Environment (ISE) to d evelop services, Oracle BPEL Process Manager, Oracle Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), and Oracle Application Server.
4.3. Data Mi ning
Data is a pool of simp le symbols. Data min ing is an element of a larger p rocedure known as knowledge discovery.
The knowledge discovery is obtaining beneficial knowledge
fro m a titanic data pool[18,1]. Th is research imp lements
theoretical clustering data mining technique in the provided
solution. It applies k-means clustering algorith m as a data
mining technique.
An intelligent Web is a web mining that its essential
benefit is satisfying the users’ needs, ranking the resources
based on the user’s concerns, relating resources to a user
search request, and enabling data-and text-min ing methodologies in search lifecycle architecture[16].

5. Research Analysis
The research is planned to review recent knowledge about
the mass media including publishing and newspaper indu stries’ processes, discover knowledge gaps, and identify future research target. The goal of the research is determining
required in formation for accelerat ing search processes based
on the alignment between IT and the business strategy.

come-d irected, or problem-centered[20]. In a quantitative
approach, the knowledge is developed via the imp lement ation of postpostivist claims. Examp les include lessening to
particular questions and testing the theory. Postpostivist
viewpoint is the thinking after positivis m, d isputin g the
conventional certainty of the knowledge. In a qualitative
approach, knowledge allegations are constructed by the
knowledge requester based on either the viewpoints of co nstructivist or advocacy/participatory viewpoint or both[20].
The research design applies a postpositivist approach to
emp irical research in terms of:
• Literature rev iew: the area o f interest is identified
• Assessment of the established theory: a theoretical
framework has been developed (Unique Intelligent Search
Lifecycle Arch itecture) to derive workab le and testable
question
• Theoretical conjecture identifies all the involved variables and describes the possible relationship between them
• Emp irical generalizat ions: a series of clear statements
are produced which is testable against further evidence in
different domains
• Measuring instrument: prototype model
• Confirmat ion and refined theory: confirming or refin ing
the theoretical conjecture is conducted based on testing and
analysing the evidence in order to bring the original theoretical conjecture closer into the evidence of the findings of
the empirical research
A transformat ive strategy procedure is conducted based on
mixed approach to introduce the structure of the problem’s
topic.
The following are the procedures of the research:
6.1. Devel opmental Research
A road map is outlined and used as guidance for developing the study of this research[3]. It is based on the following processes:
• Selection of a general area and topic: The topic is
original and provides an answer to research question
• St ream of research: The chosen topic is very specific
• A page of definition of terms
• A method of problem solving:
1. Understanding the problem
2. Creating a plan
3. Executing the plan
4. Looking back to review and discuss the solution
6.2. Research Prototype

6. Research Design and Procedures
Based on the research question, the study of this research
follows an exploratory approach in which a mixed method is
established for examining and evaluating the prototype. A
mixed method encompasses the quantitative and qualitative
approaches as subjective and objective procedures [19]. In a
mixed method, the study of this research tends to build the
knowledge allegation on practical argu ments such as ou t-

The prototype follows the Architected Rapid Application
Develop ment (ARAD) model. The prototype requires several iterat ions before evolving into the final product. During
the prototype process model, the study of this research
specifies four stages of the prototype’s activities. These are
planning, analysis, development, and transition. The prot otype architecture is based on three-tiered web-enabled prototype architecture.
The prototype intelligent processes are Information Re-
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trieval (IR) and Web Mining (WM).
This study developed Java classes to build an easy intelligent information retrieval system. These classes are published and consumed as web services. IR is involved in locating and levelling documents that satisfy the users’ information search criteria. Therefore, the study develops an
automatic informat ion extraction that extracts the user’s
related information in a brief structure[14]. “Figure 4”
demonstrates the activities of IR processes.

Figure 4. Information retrieval text-based processes

An intelligent Web is a web mining that its essential
benefit is satisfying the users’ needs, ranking the resources
based on the user’s concerns, relating resources to a user
search request, and enabling data-and text-min ing methodologies in search lifecycle arch itecture. Web mining is a data
mining applied to the web[14]. ISLA forms natural groupings of pages whose characteristics are:
• Only relevant documents
• Only unique URLs
• Only unique contents
• Only top ranked documents are clustered
Prototype walkthrough methodology evaluates the arch itectures of extensive, comp licated, and heterogeneous system. Walkthrough supports dynamic develop ment such that
the architectural demonstration can be recommended precisely during walkthroughs with the project’s stakeholders[22].
The walkthrough participants of this study are the co mputer science and management professors, and researchers of
North Caro lina A&T State University, Wayne State Un iversity and Lawrence Technological University, and SOA
engineers in North Carolina and Michigan States in the
United States of America. They discovered the problems
related to the phases of the design, development phase,
testing, usability, and maintenance. They evaluated the
prototype to ensure that it satis fies requirements of this research. They verified that the solution is conceptualized.
They verified that the document findings answer the research
question and solve the research problem.
6.3. Research Fi ndings
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The working prototyping technique is evidence that
proves the validity of the new concept and answers the research question.
The design and the development of the prototype demo nstrate the conceptual model of this study.
Modernization of mass media including publishing and
newspaper organizations is a result of the ISLA new technique. It causes the acceleration of processing time due to the
following results:
• Co mputerizing the new concept
• Integration of search engine, information extraction,
informat ion retrieval, data mining and data warehousin g
using SOA
• Using SOA assures and proves the following:
1. A lign ment of IT goals with business strategy
2. Opportunities for dynamic governance alignment of
business and IT activities
3. Business changing demands and IT are met
4. Greater performance of applicat ions by the management of loose coupling
5. In formation Technology infrastructure can be changed
and modified to easily meet the business’ requirements
6. Modifications don’t require replacing or modify ing the
existing source code
7. Developing software systems in a short period of time
8. SOA integrative software systems are powerful in terms
of:
• Flexib ility
• Agility
• Reusability

7. Conclusions
Integration of search engine, informat ion extraction, information retrieval, data mining and data warehousing
mechanis ms using service-oriented arch itecture is an efficient methodology that can be implemented to develop Intelligent Search Lifecycle Arch itecture (ISLA).
The implementation of ISLA leads to reducing cost, resources, time, and overheads, while minimizing risks. Implementing ISLA provides acceptable benefits in terms of
agility and integrity since it provides a long-term strategy to
increase flexib ility of an IT infrastructure.
The benefits of using ISLA also encompass leveraging
existing investment in IT assets and boarding decision
making throughout the value chain with automated wor kflows.
Implementing ISLA achieves a successful align ment of
Information Technology (IT) with the business strategy. The
importance of such align ment leads to enhancing the IT
abilities to fulfil the essential obligations required for pus hing the organizations to be part of modern publishing and
newspaper industry.

8. Recommendation
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The follo wing reco mmendations enhance an organization’s ability to collect information faster at lower cost and to
make accurate decisions:
• Organizing basic and advanced SOA training programs
to improve the technical skills of the IT engineers and allowing the journalists to learn these skills as well
• Develop ment of an effective IT strategic plan that
should satisfy the stakeholders’ requirements, business
trends, and IT governance model to imp rove and support
decision-making
• Develop ment of Intelligent Enterprise Architecture (IEA )
systems to make the alignment of technology strategy with
business goals possible
• IT ab ility to deliver business value to the organization
can be accomplished by supporting new products, processes,
and opportunities

Dedication
The primary author of this paper, Dr. Naser El-Bathy, has
dedicated this research to the Egyptian writer, Ibrahim
El-Bathy, who passed away in 1979. His methods in writing
and dedication to the publishing and newspaper industries
are what drove him to choose this concentration for this
research. Ibrahim El-Bathy achievements in the field of
publishing and newspaper industries are reported in several
Arabic newspapers and magazines during his life and after
his death.
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